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Hey Mad Fish Fans……….
We have exciting news!

My crew and I have been

at 7:30 am EST with a

We will be producing a

very busy filming new

challenge in Maine that

periodic newsletter to

shows for ESPN, NESN

involved fly fishing and

keep you informed of all

float tubes! The new sea-

of the happenings in Mad

son of Charlie Moore TV

Fish Land! Our goal is to

began in April on WFN

keep you current with all

with an episode about my

three of my shows, Char-

vacation in Florida with

lie Moore Outdoors, Beat

my family. Please look for

Charlie Moore, and

new episodes of Charlie

Charlie Moore TV. We
want to bring you the lat-

Charlie doing what he does
best!

Moore Outdoors on
NESN during the Summer
of Fun!

est news about upcoming
guests, show locations
and personal appearances

and WFN. Our new sea-

as well as any contests or

son of Beat Charlie Moore

events that may arise.

began on January 3, 2009
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Charlie and Challenger Tom Raftery...

Charlie in San Diego!
In January I traveled

plane bound for sunny

are when they are wet?

to San Diego with my

San Diego! Fishing from

While there, we were

wife, Angela, and my

a kayak proved to be a

able to take in a few of

crew to accept a chal-

challenge, but one I

the sights, such as Old

lenge by Tom Raftery

readily accepted! Of

Town and Little Italy.

to fish from kayaks in

course, someone should

Our hotel offered a

San Diego Bay! We

have told me that jeans

great view of Mission

were very happy to

were not appropriate

Bay. Tom was a lot of

leave behind a cold and

attire for kayaking!

fun and a great guest!

snowy January in New

Does anyone know how

Stay tuned to see the

England and board a

uncomfortable jeans

outcome of this show!

Charlie vs. Clint Howard

Charlie and Clint Howard

In my career, I have

first part of the chal-

many different roles on

been lucky enough to

lenge was to see who

TV and in the movies,

meet many interesting

could catch the most

but who knew he could

people. Recently I

fish while sitting in a

throw such a mean

filmed an episode of

rubber raft! The sec-

curve ball? Luckily, I

Beat Charlie Moore with

ond part of the chal-

possess many talents

actor Clint Howard,

lenge included a wiffle

myself, and hitting

which first aired on

ball game! People will

curve balls just happens

February 14, 2009. The

recognize Clint from his

to be one of them!

ESPN’s Mike Golic
Recently, I had
the good fortune
to film an episode
of Beat Charlie
Moore with Mike Golic
from ESPN Radio’s Mike
and Mike in the Morning. We spent the day
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on Tyler Lake in Goshen,
CT. The challenge was
to see who could catch
the most fish. We had a
great day on the water
and off. We caught
some fish, played some
football, well sort of,

and just had fun being
outdoors. Mike Golic is
genuine guy and I look
forward to having him
on the show again. Look
for an encore presentation of this episode
6/20/09 at 10am EST.
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Boston Celtics’ Ray Allen
film a show with Ray Allen.

wager based on the out-

We had a great day to be

come! Our day also

on the water fishing and

included a game of basket-

talking about Ray and the

ball on the lake! The per-

Celtics winning the Champi-

son that got the most bas-

onship. The competition

kets won. Ray is a great

between Ray and myself

guy and I really enjoyed

was pretty intense to see

having him as a guest on my

who would come out on top

show! I look forward to

won the World Champion-

with the most fish! Of

watching him play with the

ship in 2008, I was able to

course, there was a small

Celtics for a long time.

Ray Allen and Charlie

After the Boston Celtics

Twisted Tea Contest
From May 1, 2009 through

winner will also receive an

will be conducted on

July 31, 2009, Mad Fish

autographed and

August 15, 2009 from

Fans can enter to win a

personalized DVD of their

among all eligible entries

chance to fish with me in an

day with me! You can enter

received. If you think

episode of Charlie Moore

at select grocery and con-

you are as Twisted as I

Outdoors on NESN. All

venience stores in any one

am, please enter for a

contestants must be 21

of the six New England

chance to fish with me!

years of age or older. The

states. A random drawing

Charlie’s

World!
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